New Exciting Worrisome Confusing
I know that

Question

Something new and exciting

Interesting or Unknown
Directions: Print cube template onto cardstock. Cut and fold along external tabs to make a cube.

Student Activity: After reading, the student will roll the cube. The student will read the question word that faces up. The student must ask a partner (or small group member) a question about the passage/story, and the question must begin with the word on the cube.
Task Cards: Reading Informational Text

Why did the author write this text? (RI 1.1)

What is the main idea of the text? (RI 1.2)

What could be another title for this text? (RI 1.2)

How does the author feel about this topic? (RI 1.8)

What are the reasons for the author’s opinion? (RI 1.8)

How does the picture/drawing help you better understand this information? (RI 1.7)

What are these two texts mainly about? (RI 1.9)

How can you use the information in both texts to tell a friend about this topic? (RI 1.9)

How is the information in these two texts similar, or alike? (RI 1.9)

How is the information in these two texts different? (RI 1.9)
Thank you for downloading my product, “Close Reading.” I hope you will find it to be a useful tool for reading instruction in your classroom. Please visit my store in the future as I continue to expand my product selection. Thanks, again! :)

Visit my blog at: [http://thetallytales.blogspot.com](http://thetallytales.blogspot.com)

If you have any questions, please contact me!

Leslie Tally

[thetallytales@gmail.com](mailto:thetallytales@gmail.com)